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 In series completion category of Verbal 
Reasoning, letters of Alphabet, words or digits 
(numbers) are given in a specific sequence or order 
and the candidate is asked to find out the next word, 
letter or number to complete the given sequence 
or series. Sometimes the last one or two letters, 
words or numbers are to be found to complete 
the series, or there may be a missing letter, word 
or number from within the series that disrupts the 
continuity of the series and you are asked to find 
out the missing link to complete the series. It is not 
necessary that all the questions in a given exercise 
follow the same pattern. Each question of a group 
may follow different patterns. The candidate has 
to adhere to the directions given in the beginning 
of the exercise. The pattern of sequences could be 
detected by closely examining the questions using 
one’s common sense and reasoning ability.
 In order to familiarize the candidates with 
the nature and pattern of questions examples and 
illustrations are provided which should be followed, 
so that, it becomes easy to solve the questions. A 
key of the answers is given with explanations where 
necessary which could be consulted for verification 
of your answers.
 Series completion is mainly of three types:-
 1. Letter Series, 2. Number Series 3. Letter-
Number Mixed Series.

1. Letter SerieS

 Under this type of Series completion some 
letters are given which follow a particular sequence 
or order. Examine the directions and the questions 
with care and try to detect the pattern that the order 
or sequence is following. This will help you find 
the next letter or missing letter to continue the 
series. 
 The following letter series has a missing letter 
at its end, choose the missing letter out of the given 
alternatives to complete the series.

 examples 1.   A, B, C, D, G, ?
 Given alternatives : (a) M, (b) L, (c) K, (d) H
 Solution. Examining the series we observe 
that the letters A, B, D and G have a certain gap 
between each of them. As such there is no gap 
between A and B, there is a gap of one letter ‘C’ 
between B and D, this gap increases as the series 
progresses - hence D and G has a gap of two 
letters E & F - therefore next gap between G and 
? Should be of three letters viz. : H, I, J and as  
logic says the next letter or missing letter must be 
K. So you have to tick mark option (c) which is 
K. Now the series will be written as,

A, B, D, G, K....and so on.
example 2. D, I, L, Q, T, Y, B, G, ?
 Given alternatives : (a) H, (b) I, (c) O, (d) P, (e) J
 Solution. Close observation of the given series 
show that after D four letters (E, F, G, H) are 
skipped and we have I, then after I, two letters 
(JK) are skipped and we have L; Again after L 
four letters (MNOP) are skipped and we have Q, 
then two letters (RS) are skipped to have T. So 
the skipping order is 4 and 2 letters. Following 
this order beyond T - we have four skipping (U, 
V, W, X) to get Y. The series will start afresh from 
here, two letters will skip which are Z and A and 
we shall have B, then four skippings (CDEF) to 
have G - then two skippings (HI) and the answer 
is clear i.e. J.
 example 3. Z, X, V, T, R, P, ?
 Given alternatives : (a) Q, (b) R, (c) S ,(d) M, (e) N
 Solution. Close observation of the series shows 
a backward order being applied here. One letter 
is skipped alternatively. Between Z and X, the 
skipped letter is Y (It is backward order from X) 
between X and V, the skipped letter is W and so 
on - the skipped letter between P and ? must be 
N - therefore answer is (e) which is N. The series 
will continue like :-
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Z, X, V, T, R, P, N ...... so on.
 Like-wise there can be skipping of two, three 
or four letters in backward order. The exercises 
given hereunder will provide you ample practice 
of series completion type of Verbal Reasoning.
 example 4. A, D, F, J, M, R, ?
 Given alternatives : (a) C, (b) Q, (c) U, (d) V, (e) S
 Solution. The close observation of the series 
reveals that it is a combination of two interlinked 
series. Letter positions and their position numbers 
will help solve this series. First let us split the two 
series :-
 (1) A, F, M, ? (i)
 (2) D, J, R (ii)
 Treating each series separately we see that in 
series (i) there is a skipping of 4 letters between 
A & F i.e. (BCDE) and six letters between F and 
M i.e. (GHIJKL), that means each step increases 
by two letters - now the skipping between M and 
? must be of 8 letters i.e. (NOPQRSTU) and the 
next letter must be V-so to complete the series we 
have

A F M V .....
 The second series shows a skipping of 5 and 7 
letters - between D and J the skipping is 5 letters 
i..e (EFGHI) and between J and R it is 7 letters 
i.e. (KLMNOPQ).
 example 5. Letter series can be given in 
a format form. Examples of formats are given 
hereunder:-
 (i) H M C

  J N F
  L O ?

 Given alternatives : (a) P, (b) N, (c) H, (d) I
 Solution. The format has vertical and horizontal 
columns with a letter in each box of the column. 
Observing the vertical columns there is a skipping 
of one letter - between H and J, the skipped letter 
is I and between J and L, the skipped letter is K. 
Applying the same principle to the column having 
? in the box – the skipped letters between C and 
F are D and E – following the pattern between F 
and ? the two skipped letter are G & H – hence 
the next letter is I and the answer should be (d). 

However the central column with letter MNO has 
no skipping.
 Before the exercises are given – the alphabet 
with its position number should be kept in mind.
 A B C D E F G H I J K L M Forward

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Forward

 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 Backward

 N O P Q R S T U  V W X Y Z Forward

 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 Forward

 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Backward 

exerciSe No. 1

 Directions : Complete the following series 
questions by supplying the right letter at ? out of 
given options:
1. YWUSQ??
 (a) N, J (b) M, L (c) J, R 
 (d) L, M (e) O, M
2. ZAYBXC?
 (a) W (b) V (c) D (d) P (e) F
3. ABDG?
 (a) M (b) L (c) K (d) H (e) C
4. ACEGI?
 (a) D (b) M (c) K (d) T (e) F
5. XYZABCUVW?
 (a) M (b) S (c) O (d) D
6. AGLPS?
 (a) X (b) Y (c) W (d) U (e) Z
7. EGJLOQ
 (a) S (b) R (c) U (d) V (e) T
8. IMQUYC?
 (a) B (b) D (c) F (d) G (e) E
9. XUSPNKI?
 (a) J (b) K (c) M (d) F (e) O
10. TQNKH?
 (a) I (b) J (c) S (d) E (e) F

ANSwerS with expLANAtioNS

1. (e) Alternate letters skipped in backward 
order. 

2. (a) Series comprises of double series A, B, 
C, and ZYX. 

3. (c) Skipping done by 1, 2, 3 letters.
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4. (c) Skipping done by 2 letters.
5. (d) Series comprises of 3 units of 3 letters each.
6. (d) Skipping done in decreasing order of 5, 

4, 3, 2, 1
7. (c) Skipping done alternately first by 1 letter 

then 2 letters.
8. (d) Skipping by 3 letters. 
9. (d) Skipping done by 2 and 1 letters 

alternately. 
10. (d) Skipping done  by 2 letters in backward 

order.

exerciSe No. 2

 Directions : Complete the following series 
questions by finding the missing letters out of given 
alternatives :
1. deb, ijg, nol, ???, xyv
 (a) rsp (b) stp (c) rsq (d) stq (e) sto
2. ???, siy, oeu, kaq, gwm, cri
 (a) wnc (b) wnb (c) vnc  

(d) vmc (e) wmc
3. AB, BA, ABC, CBA, ABCD,?
 (a) ACBD (b) BACD (c) CABD 

(d) DBAC (e) DCBA
4. AB, DEF, HIJK,?, STUVWX
 (a) MNOPQ (b) LMNOP (c) LMNO 

(d) QRSTU (e) WXYZ
5. A, CD, GHI, ?, UVWXY
 (a) LMNO (b) MNO (c) NOPQ 

(d) MNOP (e) PQRS
6. ZUQ?L
 (a) I (b) K (c) M (d) N (e) O
7. ACFH?M
 (a) L (b) K (c) J (d) I (e) X
8. RM?FD?
 (a) C, B (b) J, H (c) B, H (d) H, C (e) I, C
9. b, e, d, f,?, h, j, ?, l
 (a) i, m (b) m, i (c) i, n (d) j, m (e) l, m
10. cx, fu, ir, ??, ol, ri
 (a) lo (b) mn (c) no (d) op (e) or

ANSwerS with expLANAtioNS

1. (d) The letters in each term are moved five 
steps forward.

2. (e) The letters in each term are moved four 
steps backward.

3. (e) The first group of letters is reversed to 
get the second group.

4. (a) The number of letters goes increasing 
by one each step. The last letter of each 
term and the first letter of next term are 
alternate.

5. (d) Number of letters increase by one at 
each step. Gap of one letter between the 
last letter of first term and first letter of 
second term. Gap of two letters between 
last letter of second term and first letter 
of third term. Thus first letter of required 
term would be four steps ahead of last 
letter of third term.

6. (d) The first, second third.....letters of the 
series are respectively moved 5, 4, 3…. 
steps forward.

7. (b) The letters are alternately moved 2 and 3 
letters forward.

8. (e) The letters are in backward order, thus 0, 
1, 2, 3 and 4 letters are missing between 
two consecutive letters.

9. (a) Series to be divided into groups like bed 
/ fih/jml.

10. (a) The first letter of each term is moved three 
steps forward and second letter is moved 
three steps backward.

exerciSe No. 3

 Directions : In each of the following sequences 
some letters are missing which are given in one of 
the five alternatives. Find out the correct alternative 
to complete the sequence.
1. ab - - a - b - - b - a
 (a) ababab (b) bbbbab (c) aaaaab 

(d) babaab (e) bbbaaa
2. ab - - c - a - abc - aba - cc
 (a) aabbcc (b) ababab (c) abcbcb 

(d) babacc (e) cacbcb
3. bc - - Cd - E - eGF
 (a) DEFD (b) DEFF (c) EDFD 

(d) EDED (e) cDdD
4. ab - - dcb - a - c - d - - a
 (a) ccbbcba (b) ccabdbe (c) baacacb 

(d) aabbcca (e) cdabdcb
5. ab2 - - a - dca - d2 - ab - c2
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 (a) cdbbcd (b) dcb2bcd (c) acbacd 
(d) dcbb2cd (e) bcb2bcd2

6. aa-aabb-b-aa-aabb-bb
 (a) babba (b) bbbaa (c) bbaba 

(d) aabbb (e) bbabba
7. aba-baca-ba-bacaabac-aca.
 (a) cacb (b) cabc (c) ccab  

(d) abba (e) bacba
8. –a-abbaaa-baa
 (a) baba (b) babb (c) baab  

(d) abba (e) baaa
9 - - abbbabbb-b
 (a) bba (b) aab (c) aaa  

(d) bbb (e) aab
10. - - baabaa-aa-
 (a) baab (b) bbaa (c) abab  

(d) aabb (e) baba

ANSwerS with expLANAtioNS

1. (d) It is abba series.
2. (c) It is ababcc series.
3. (c) It is EDCd Cd FEDeGF series.
4. (e) It is abcddcba series.
5. (b) It is a2bdc, ab2dc, abd2c, abdc2.
6. (a) It is aabaabbabb series.
7. (a) It is ababaca repeated thrice.
8. (b) It is baaab repeated thrice.
9. (a) It is bbab series repeated thrice.
10. (d) It is aabaab repeated thrice.

exerciSe No. 4

 Directions : Which two letters will come in 
place of question mark ? Choose from the given 
alternatives.
1.

 (a) V (b) Q (c) S (d) R

2.

 (a) NI (b) IN (c) AN (d) NA
3. 

 (a) AB (b) CO (c) GC (d) BO
4. 

 (a) A (b) B (c) C (d) D
5. 

 (a) K (b) N (c) O (d) P

6. A G ? K I

 E C ? G M

  G  H  E  J (a)  (b)  (c)  (d)
  H  D  I  F 

 A  H  L  E7.  ,  ,  ,
 E  N  T  ?

 (a) U (b) V (c) W (d) O

A

D

Z

?

P

H

K

W

S E
C

O

?
M

C
?

O

Y G
?

L

O

H?
Y

S

P

L

W
?

A D H

M

RN

IF

?
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L O
P

I
?E

K

D

A C
E

G
IK

?

M

X
V

SQN

?

8.

 (a) B (b) W (c) O (d) V
9. 

 (a) G (b) U (c) V (d) H
10. 
 

 (a) Y (b) W (c) L (d) M

ANSwerS with expLANAtioNS

1. (c) An interval of two letters exists between 
each quadrant clockwise.

2. (a) Series is clockwise ECONOMICS.
3. (b) Series is anti-clockwise PSYCHOLOGY.
4. (a) Series is clockwise LAW.
5. (a) Vertical columns have difference of 4 

letters between each box.
6. (c) The letters zig zag alphabetically from 

top left to bottom right with a gap of one 
letter each time.

7. (d) The interval between the top and the 
bottom letters in each figure increases by 
4, 6, 8 and 10 steps.

8. (c) It is alternate letters in sequence, A (B) C 
(D) E (F) G (H) I (J) K (L) M (N) O.

9. (d) The pattern is KL (MN) OP (Top) – 
DC(FG) HI (Bottom).

10. (d) Skipping by one, two letters.

2. Number SerieS

 You have just learnt about letter series. Number 
series follows all the rules and norms of letter series, 
the only difference is that letters are replaced by 
numbers.
 example 1. 3, 5, 7, 9, .......
 Solution. The numbers are increasing by two 
digits – therefore the next number must be 11
 example 2. 1, 5, 10, 16, 23, 31……
 Solution. As the series progresses the numbers 
have a difference of 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 digits, the next 
number should come after adding 9 digits hence 
the answer should be 40.
 example 3. 8, 10, 14, 18, ?, 34, 50 
 Solution. It is a combination of two series – 
starting with the first two numbers and each formed 
by doubling the preceding number in its own series 
and subtracting by 2
 So 2 × 14 = 28 and 28 − 2 = 26 which is the 
answer. Confirming it we have:− 26 × 2 = 52 and 
52 − 2 = 50
 example 4: Number series can be in figure 
or format forms.

 16 15 17 14 ?
 32 33 31 34 ?

 Solutions. The numbers at the top of each 
column follow the sequence:- 
 1, +2, −3, +4,
 The numbers at the bottom of each column 
follow the sequence :- 
 +1, −2, +3, −4
 So the correct answer is 14+4 = 18 and 34-4 = 30

 Or 18
  30

Some importANt tipS

 Before the exercises of number series follow, 
here are some tips for you to keep in mind while 
dealing with number series questions:
1. Each number may be the multiple of the 

other.
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2. In each number something may be added or 
subtracted to get the second number and so 
on.

3. The numbers may be divided to get the next 
number.

4. The square root of the numbers may be taken 
to get the next number.

5. The number may be squared or cubed to get 
next number.

6. Sometimes odd numbers are followed or 
preceded by even numbers and vice versa.

7. Sometimes one number is squared, another 
cubed or multiplied four times and so on – then 
something added or deducted.

exerciSe No. 1

 Directions : The numbers in the series change 
in a specific order, keeping the style of change 
in mind, suggest the next number to continue the 
series.
1. 7, 10, 9, 12, 11 ?, ?
 (a) 14, 13 (b) 13, 12 (c) 12, 11 

(d) 15, 14 (e) 10, 17
2. 3, 7, 16, 35, ?
 (a) 70 (b) 71 (c) 73 (d) 74 (e) 75
3. 3, 7, 15, 31, ?
 (a) 63 (b) 53 (c) 43 (d) 73 (e) 33
4. 36, 28, 24, 22, ?
 (a) 20 (b) 22 (c) 21 (d) 23 (e) 25
5. 6, 11, ?, 27
 (a) 16 (b) 17 (c) 18 (d) 19 (e) 20
6. 4, 6, 9, 13……
 (a) 18 (b) 17 (c) 16 (d) 19 (e) 20
7. 4, 9, 16, 25 ……
 (a) 32 (b) 32 (c) 55 (d) 36 (e) 49
8. 0, 7, 26, 63, …
 (a) 125 (b) 126 (c) 124 (d) 98 (e) 217
9. 5, 8, 13, 21, ….
 (a) 55 (b) 34 (c) 52 (d) 37 (e) 45
10. 3, 5, 9, 17……
 (a) 26 (b) 65 (c) 33 (d) 42 (e) 46

ANSwerS with expLANAtioNS

1. (a) This is a combination of two alternate 
series going up by two each

2. (d) Each number is twice the preceding one 
plus 1, 2, 3 and finally 4

3. (a) Double each number and add 1
4. (c) Each figure is half the preceding one plus 

10—answer 
5. (c) Square numbers 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively 

adding 2 each time
6. (a) The series progresses by adding 2, 3, 4 

digits each time – now 5 digits to be added 
to get required number

7. (d) Each number is a whole square in 
sequence

8. (c) Numbers are 13−1, 23−1, 33−1, 43−1, Now 
it must be 53−1

9. (b) The sum of first two numbers is the third 
number

10. (c) Second number (5) is twice the first number 
minus 1

exerciSe No. 2

 Directions : There is one term missing from 
the following number series questions. Choose the 
missing number from the given alternatives.
1. 3,9 27, 81, ?
 (a) 324 (b) 243 (c) 210 (d) 162
2. 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, ?
 (a) 9 (b) 11 (c) 13 (d) 15
3. 4, 5, 9, 18, 34, ?
 (a) 43 (b) 49 (c) 50 (d) 59
4. 1, 3, 4, 8, 15, 27, ?
 (a) 37 (b) 44 (c) 50 (d) 55
5. 4, 10, ?, 82, 244, 730.
 (a) 24 (b) 28 (c) 77 (d) 218
 Directions : In each of the following questions 
one term in the number series is wrong. Find out 
the wrong number.
6. 24, 27, 31, 33, 36
 (a) 24 (b) 27 (c) 31 (d) 33
7. 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 96.
 (a) 4 (b) 32 (c) 64 (d) 96
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8. 3, 2, 8, 9, 13, 22, 18, 32, 23, 42
 (a) 8 (b) 9 (c) 13 (d) 22
9. 56, 72, 90, 110, 132, 150.
 (a) 72 (b) 90 (c) 110 (d) 150
10. 105, 85, 60, 30, 0, −45, −90
 (a) 105 (b) 60 (c) 0 (d) −45

ANSwerS with expLANAtioNS

1. (b) Each term is obtained by multiplying its 
preceding number by 3.

2. (c) Each term is the sum of preceding two 
terms.

3. (d) The pattern is +1, +4, +9, +16, or 12, 22, 
32, 42.

4. (c) The sum of any three consecutive terms 
gives next term.

5. (b) Each term is preceding number multiplied 
by 3 and then decreased by 2.

6. (c) Each term is increased by 3 to obtain next 
number.

7. (d) Each term is obtained by multiplying 
preceding term by 2.

8. (b) It is a combination of two series 1, 3, 8, 
13, 18, 33 and 2, 9, 22, 32, 42. In series 
I the pattern is + 5. And in second series 
it is +10.

9. (d) The numbers are 7 × 8, 8 × 9, 9 × 10, 10 
× 11, 11 × 12, 12 × 13.

10. (c) The sequence is −20, −25, −30 and so 
on.

exerciSe No. 3
 Directions : In each of the following series 
questions, one term is wrong. Replace the wrong 
one by correct option.
1. 49, 48, 45, 42, 33, 24, 13
 (a) 48 (b) 45 (c) 42 (d) 33 (e) 24
2. 1, 4, 7, 11, 16, 22, 29
 (a) 1 (b) 4 (c) 22 (d) 11 (e) 29
3. 2, 5, 10, 18, 37, 50
 (a) 2 (b) 5 (c) 37 (d) 18 (e) 50
4. 380, 188, 92, 48, 20,  8
 (a) 188 (b) 92 (c) 48 (d) 20 (e) 8
5. 0, 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 37, 45
 (a) 0 (b) 10 (c) 45 (d) 37 (e) 3

 Directions : Choose the right option from the 
given alternatives to complete the series.
6 10, 5, 9, 5, 8, 5, ?
 (a) 7 (b) 6 (c) 4 (d) 3
7. 5, 4, 3 ,4, 3, 2 ?
 (a) 6 (b) 7 (c) 3 (d) 8
8. 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, ?
 (a) 64 (b) 23 (c) 25 (d) 20
9. 2, 12, 36, 80, 150,?
 (a) 152 (b) 352 (c) 252 (d) 158
10. 2, 9, 28, ?, 126, 217
 (a) 67 (b) 69 (c) 65 (d) 79

ANSwerS with expLANAtioNS

1. (c) Difference between consecutive numbers 
is 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11

2. (a) Difference between consecutive numbers 
is 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7

3. (d) The series is 23 + 1, 33−1, 43−1, 53−1, 
63−1, 73−1 and 83−1 

4. (c) Series is each term four more than double 
the previous term hence it should be 44 
instead of 48 

5. (d) Difference between each consecutive 
number is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9—answer 

6. (a) The alternate number is reduced by 1.
7. (c) The pattern followed is –1, −1, +1, −1, 

−1 and now it must be +1
8. (a) Each number is to be multiplied by 2 to 

get next number
9. (c) Each term is obtained by 13 + 12, 23 + 22, 

33 + 32, 43 + 42, 53 + 52, and  it must be 
now 63 + 62

10. (c) Series based on x3 + 1, so 13 + 1, 23 + 1, 
33 + 1 and now 43 + 1

exerciSe No. 4

 Directions : Provide the missing numbers 
from the given alternatives

1.  16   ?   ?

 10  12 15  25 8  20

  6   10   10
  (A) (B) (C)
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 (a) 30,18 (b) 18, 30 (c) 81, 30 
(d) 30, 81

2. 1  9  81  729
  3  27  ?  2187

 (a) 223 (b) 243 (c) 263 (d) 323
3. 

  (A) (B) (C)
 (a) 217, 113 (b) 712, 153
 (c) 351, 217 (d) 153, 217

4. 7 9 8 2 48
 7 8 9 ? 72

 (a) 4 (b) 16 (c) 3 (d) 24

5.  6   8   ?
 12  2 9  3 4  5

 (a) 11 (b) 12 (c) 13 (d) 14
6.

 (a) 625 (b) 25 (c) 125 (d) 156

  3   7   1 

7. 6 25 2 11 70 8 4 −12 5
  4   6   ?

 (A) (B) (C)
 (a) 10 (b) 6 (c) 2 (d) 1
8.

 (a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 4

9. 101  43 48  34
  38   ?
 35  15 56  184
 (A) (B)
 (a) 127 (b) 142 (c) 158 (d) 198

10. 12 (47) 21

 10 (52) 4
 64 (?) 24

 (a) 16 (b) 40 (c) 62 (d) 83

ANSwerS with expLANAtioNS

1. (a) Subtracting the bottom number from the 
sum of numbers in the middle gives the 
top number.

2. (b) Figure made of series where every 
number is multiplied by 3 to get the next 
number.

3. (d) Double each number and add 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5 to preceding number clockwise

4. (c) The sum of first three digits multiplied by 
the fourth digit gives double digit numbers 
in fifth place

5. (a) The numbers in each set of squares add 
upto 20.

6. (a) The pattern is (3 + 2)2 = 25, (15 + 6)2 = 
441, (10 + 7)2 = 289 and now it must be 
(13+12)2.

7. (c) The arrangement is 
  (A)  (32 + 62) − (22 + 42) = (9 + 36) − (4 

+ 6) = 45 − 20 = 25
  (B)  (72 + 112) − (82 + 62) = (49 + 121) 

− (64 + 36) = 170−100 = 70,
  Therefore for (C)  if missing number is x 

then
  (12 + 42) − (52 + x2)= −12 or
  17 + 12 = (52 + x2) or x2 = 29 − 25 = 4 

or x =2
8. (a) The two ends of each line segment contain 

a number and its square.
9. (b) In figure A (101 + 15) – (35 + 43)  = 

116 − 78 = 38

3 15

6

13

127

2

10

25 441
289 ?

5
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